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Language Transition and Danish
Children's Schools in the U.S.
by

Ejnar Farstrup

Very few Danish immigrants who came to the United States
just prior to and immediately following the beginning of the
Twentieth Century were acquainted with the English language.
Immigrants of every ethnic group have countless tales, some comic
and some rather serious, of the difficulties which befell them.
Years after their arrival, most of them could regale themselve at
length with stories of misinterpretations and the blending of
language from their own experiences. A good sense of humor
carried most of them through . Others succumbed to a nostalgia
which drove them back to the homeland. Still others, who might
have wished to leave, were financially bound and had to struggle
with longings of the heart and had to deal with a sense of pride
which constrained them from letting their relatives know how
difficult the transition really was .
One of the features of first generation immigrant life which
eased the transition for countless numbers of Danes, and others as
well, was the fact that they tended to group themselves in closeknit ethnic communities across the land .1 Here each had an island
on which could be found people like themselves . Though climate,
church and social life was different from that of Denmark, here
were persons with whom one could communicate and share the
events and needs of the day, as well as the hopes for the future.
Those who were concerned about the lack of church life, gathered
and sought the service of Danish speaking pastors who were
arriving to serve the immigrants . Those not so inclined developed
their own fellowship groups which eventually led to the
establishment of lodges and fraternal orders. In spite of varying
dialects, language became the cement of the fellowship as they
struggled to sink their roots into the soil to which they had been
transplanted . It also became an important factor for the children of
the immigrants as well, inasmuch as folk heritage and life style
depend upon communication between parents and children . It was
inevitable that struggle would ensue between the old and the new.
The American-born Dane found himself in a world vastly different
from that described by his parents who sought to relay their
experience of childhood and youth " back home." Generation gaps
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always have difficulty. Add cultural and language gaps, and real
problems arise . The manner in which Danish immigrants sought to
cope with this aspect of their lives is the purpose of this article as
seen in retrospect by one American-born Dane who has, at times,
wondered if he does not suffer from cultural schizophrenia. But
who also would not want it to be otherwise.
Three basic reactions to the language question by the Danish
immigrant are recalled by this writer. They relate to the
background of the immigrants. Community attitudes, life-style and
value systems leave their mark on all of us. Thus, if the immigrant
had been reared in a community strongly influenced by the views
of Bishop N .F.S. Grundtvig and the Folk School movement,
maintaining and using the mother tongue was considered of
paramount importance . If, on the other hand, the background
reflected the Inner Mission (lndre Mission) pietism of Vilhelm Beck
and his followers, the matter of language, while still and
necessarily Danish, tended to be of less importance. This seems to
have been born out by the fact that of the two Danish Lutheran
synods, which came into being in the 1890s, the Inner Mission was
the first to use the English language in presenting the Gospel to
accommodate those of non-Danish background. 2
The third general reaction to the use of the Danish language
can best be described as utilitarian . Conditions in the old country
had not been good - no chance for advancement! Now, as
citizens in a land which promised economic gain, it would be best
to leave the past behind and become "American" as soon as
possible. So, while the immigrant would most likely continue to
speak Danish , no importance was attached to passing it on to the
second generation . Sophus Neble, the editor of the well-known
Danish-American newspaper "Den Danske Pioneer" wrote that the
thought of carrying the Danish language into the second generation was a pipe dream .3
Of the three groups mentioned, it was the Grundtvigian group
which was most concerned about the preservation of the language.
Not that the Danish language was superior, but for the Dane it was
the best because, for him, it was the "language of the heart." As a
consequence, faith, and for that matter culture as well, being more
than a matter of the intellect, could only be transmitted from one
generation to the next through the mother tongue. In 1838, in his
song "Modersmaalet," dedicated to the "School of Life" in Sor¢,
Grundtvig stressed the fact that the transmission of life values is
possible only through the language of a people (Folk) which is
natural for it. 4 No foreign language, useful as it may be, can
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convey the power and joy of values that carry one through life and
death. Several of the early Danish pastors in America had been
influenced by this view at the Askov Folk School in Denmark.
Many of them rallied around F.L. Crundtvig, a son of the Bishop,
whose ministry in the Danish Church in America was rather shortlived (1883-1900). His songs about the dreams and hopes of the
immigrant became widely known . In one entitled "Vi vii elske den
Jord" he stressed the determination of the immigrant to remain
Danish. Another gifted song writer and Pastor was Adam Dan . His
emphasis was the same, but stressed also the view that the
American and the Danish flags could exist side by side. The one to
remind us of where we have cast our lot, the other from whence
we came.
With the above in mind, it is not surprising to find after the
embroilment of the schism in the 1890s, that the Danish
Evangelical Lutheran Church would stress the importance of
maintaining the Danish language. Nor is it surprising that in his
1908 report to the convention of the Danish Lutheran Church, the
synod president, Pastor K.C. Bodholdt, should remind his people
that:
"We have been given much to care for which is deserving of
our love: our church, our folk-life, our mother-tongue with
all that it includes which is important to us. And that is a
great deal. I am aware that with regard to the latter, and its
value for us, there are divided opinions. For me it appears
quite clearly, that should our mother-tongue die, then our
saga will end and our fellowship be broken ... That there are
many among us who treat this matter lightly .... is something
we can witness daily. But the fruit of this does not easily
persuade us that it is of little importance ... l therefore
believe that it is always right, where such indifference
appears, to resist." s
Similar views were held by the leadership of Grand View
College where pastors, and teachers for the Danish language
schools, were trained. But followng World War I, the wind began
to turn. In a letter to the church's convention in Detroit in 1924,
the Commission in Denmark, (Udvalget for Dansk Amerikansk
Mission), the chairman, Pastor Eilif Wagner wrote :
" it would be despicable and ungrateful if the immigrant
only wanted to enjoy the economic advantages of living in
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America, but otherwise would remain cold and foreign in
relation to the country which has received him so openly
and which has a beautiful and rich history ... The immigrant
should come to feel more and more at home in America .
But to become truly valuable in the new world will happen
only when he maintains and deepens his original
culture .... Only by conserving what he is, will he become a
good citizen of the new world. The children of the immigrant have a natural and moral right to receive two cultures." 6
In spite of everything which was done to stem the turning tide
the battle was a losing one . As the immigrants grew older, the
strict immigration laws went into effect after the war, the use of
the English language increased significantly. By then, numerous
second generation pastors had made their appearance and these
seemed to be preferred by the congregations when vacancies
occurred . The following statistics tell the tale. The figures for
enrollment in Danish language schools in the Danish Lutheran
Church are given for five year intervals .
Year

1900
1905
1910
1915
1920
1925
1930

Parochial School Vacation School

885
156
104
71
209
0
0

1285
1690
1638
1799
1159
1229
978

Saturday School

0
661
706
606

299
173
0

Sunday School

2325
2552
2285
2351
2454
1955
1468

By 1923, the English language use in the Sunday School is
reported for the first time. By then, only 347 pupils are reported in
a Danish Vacation School.7
My childhood years fell during the period just before and after
World War I. My parents lived on a farm located on the out-skirts
of a large Danish-American settlement in southwest Iowa. In extent
it covered nearly all of Cass, Audubon, and Shelby counties . The
1910 U.S. Census reports somewhat over 8,000 Danes in these
countries. In Audubon County, the Danes comprised over 25% of
the population .a Numerous Danish Language congregations were in
. existence . Most of them were of the Lutheran persuasion, but
among those Danes not strongly rooted in church life from
Denmark, there were a few Baptist and Seventh-Day Adventist
congregations. These, as well as the Lutherans, used the Danish
language exclusively in those days.
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During the week, the families were busy on their farms . The
men carried on the business affairs of the family and learned to
handle the English language somewhat more quickly than did the
women, whose world was the household, the children and related
duties and activities. With the telephone as their primary means of
communication with friends and neighbors it was possible, in the
days of party lines, to lift the receiver at any time of day and hear
numerous Danish dialects being spoken . As time went by, these
became heavily blended with English expressions . As for the
children, and they were usually quite numerous, few understood
the English language when they were enrolled in the public
schools, which were scattered in small one-room buildings two
miles apart throughout the townships, and were under the
oversight of a Superintendent headquartered at the county seat.
While the step from home to school normally opens up new
worlds for a child, and has repercussions in the life of the home as
well, it became a traumatic experience for those who, like myself,
were acquainted only with the language of the "old country." It
was especially difficult when the teacher and the other children
understood only English. Being the eldest of eight, and having
been exposed to the taunts, sometimes rather cruel, which children
can often be guilty of in relation to newcomers, I many times
found myself resenting my fate of being a " Dane." At home,
however, I soon began to initiate those younger than myself in the
ways of the world they would soon have to enter. My father
comforted me with the observation , "It will get better in time!
Whenever I buy a new horse, it always takes awhile before he gets
to smell like the others in the corral. Then they accept him! " At
any rate, it wasn't too long before we children began to use the
English language more and more, but never when conversi ng with
our parents. Thoughout my adult years, I have met countless
others of the second generation immigrant children whose
experience was similar to my own .
During the spring following the end of World War I
considerable discussion arose in the congregation, to which we
belonged, about the possibility of conducting a four or six-week
Danish language summer school. This no doubt came to the
forefront because our pastor, the Reverend H.C. Strandskov, felt it
extremely important that immigrant children should learn to use
the language of their parents. If they didn 't , they would lose
contact with the parents and, what was equally as bad , with their
cultural heritage. Consequently, they would also lose their identity
in multi-national America. As an ardent disciple of Grundtvig, he
was of the firm belief that the immigrant, as well as his children ,
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would never be able to make a contribution to the new world, nor
even understand himself, if he did not maintain a living contact
with his roots . How can you be something for others if you don't
know who you are yourself? Such, somewhat generally stated, was
the thinking of many immigrant pastors and educators.
Another influence which motivated the congregation in its
decision to conduct Danish language school was the wave of
super-patriotism which engulfed the country during World War I.
The then governor of Iowa (Harding), had managed to have a law
enacted by the state legislature which forbade the use of any
foreign language in public gatherings and telephone conversations.
Only in their home could the immigrant use his native language.9
In Carroll County, to the north of us, a large German community
had developed . There a motley band of non-German nightriders
confronted a pastor with a demand that he leave the community
within 48 hours. And he did . Pastor Strandskov continued
none-the-less to use the Danish language at our worship services
and wrote several articles in the Des Moines Register in opposition
to the law. Congregation members, with a few exceptions,
supported him . Though the law was later repealed, I have often
had the suspicion that the conflict over it helped to bring about
the decision to sponsor a "Dane School " as we called it. I do know
that I have never seen my father as angry as he became when
mother, during a telephone conversation with her sister-in-law, was
rudely interrupted by the operator with the words "Speak English
you damn Germans!"
As a consequence of the above, my parents informed me that
it was their opinion that it would be good for me to attend the
planned Ferieskole (Vacation School.) There were some
misgivings and problems on my part, but off to "Dane School" it
was. Thus began my acquaintance with the attempts of the Danish
immigrants to pass their cultural heritage on to their children.
Little did I realize at that time that not so many years later, when I
was a sophomore in college, I would accept an offer to teach
" Dane School" in the Danish-American community of Dagmar,
Montana.
My mother's description of the curriculum of the vacation
school was not too far off. The day always began with several of
the well-known morning songs and a short prayer. Then came a
session with Bible stories told by the teacher in his or her own
way. I do not recall those stories ever being read . Then it was time
to work with reading and writing of the Danish language. The
younger children used a book entitled " A B C Bogen". The more
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advanced would use readers geared to their level and called
" Leseboger." They were often given the task of helping the
beginners while the teacher worked with another group patiently
listening to them as they struggled with pronunciation and
correcting them accordingly. Reading books carried a veriety of
stories from daily life, as well as historical events, fairy tales and
folk myths .
Another interesting session during the day was the class in
writing the Danish language. It was called "diktat" and consisted of
several descriptive paragraphs which were first studied by the
pupils for ten minutes or so to acquaint them with the spelling.
Then the book was put aside and the teacher would dictate the
sentences slowly and distinctly while the pupil put the words on
paper. Then came a comparison with the original. If there were too
many mistakes, the process would be repeated the following day.
A period was also set aside for the study of Danish Hi story
beginning with the ancient Nordic mythology and the Vikings.
Then there were the stories of the great kings and queens and the
wars with other Scandinavian countries, England and Germany. The
loss of South Jutland in 1864, when some of our grandfathers had
participated in the battles, was not forgotten . Important
developments and events in Danish history were noted : the coming
of Christianity, the Reformation and the change in government
from an absolute to a constitutional monarchy. We were
introduced to great writers and teachers . And then there were the
story periods , most of which centered around the fairy tales of
H.C. Andersen . These were always read by the teacher. There was a
short review each day by the students of what had been shared the
previous day. However, there were no written tests .
In some instances, it was required that the language during
the recess and lunch periods should be Danish . This was not the
case the several years I attended . One teacher, Marius Krog, who
was preparing for the ministry at Grand View College, left us to
take care of ourselves during recess. Invariably, the games we had
learned in the public school were the most favored . Another
teacher, Marius Larsen , was an avid gymnast and saw to it that we
had a good work-out with " gymnastik" which was the Danish
version of calisthenics. He would often entertain us with
handsprings and walking, even running, on his hands . Years later,
when I taught a similar school , we had " degenerated" to softball
and track meets.
One session which we all entered into whole-heartedly, and
often boisterously, was the song period . Who will ever forget the
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small red songbook called "B¢rnesangbogen"? It had been compiled by Rasmus J. Martensen and a fellow teacher by the name of
Marie Andersen in 1909. They felt the need of a special book and
it was soon adopted in all of the Danish language schools of the
Danish Church . Martensen, who also delivered mail in the Tyler,
Minnesota, area for many years, deserves special recognition for
his contribution in the field of music and song. Born in South
Jutland in 1866, his parents along with their six sons, migrated to
the United States in the seventies to get away from the German
rulership of that area and the requirement for service for all young
men in the Prussian army. They settled in Michigan near the town
of Grant. Rasmus, being handicapped with a stiff knee, did office
work in Chicago for some years, but in 1896 he attended Askov
Folk School in Denmark, where he met Pastor Thorvald Knudsen
and went with him to Nysted, Nebraska, and later to Tyler,
Minnesota. Being blessed with a good singing voice and leadership
ability, he served for many years in the Danish-American parochial
school at Danebod . The contents of the songbook he published
portrays the various emphases of the "B¢rneskoler."

I. HYMNS AND SPIRITUAL SONGS :

Number

a. Morning and Evening
.. 28
b . The seasons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
c. The Church year .. . .. . . .. .. . . ....... . .. 33
d . Christian life . .
. .................. .. 32
e. Nature and human life . .
. ..... . .... 31
II. HISTORY:
a. Bible and Church history ...... .......... 32
b. Denmark . .. .. . . . . . . . .... . . ............ 13
Ill. COUNTRY, PEOPLE, AND MOTHER TONGUES :
a. Denmark . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ..... 23
b. America ... . .......................... 12
c. Other Scandanavians . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
IV. CHILDREN 'S (FUN SONGS) : .................. 33
The 1909 annual report of the Danish Evangelical Lutheran
Church indicates that in 1908, 54 Vacation Schools were conducted
with a total enrollment of 2008 pupils; 37 Saturday Schools with
810 and 54 Sunday Schools with 2676 students. (It is evident that
statistical reports in those days were quite general in nature.)
Teachers were not easy to come by. Grand View College in Des
Moines , Iowa, developed a special training course which supplied
many teachers, which continued into the early 1920s. In addition,
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seminary students often spent part of the summer as teachers.
Congregations often had capable and dedicated women , and some
men, who gave unstintingly of their time. When teachers were
hired, the remuneration generally consisted of room and board,
plus a small salary. Among those widely known were Agnes Brons,
R.J. Martensen, Marie Andersen, Marie Hovgaard, Sigrid and Helga
<;Zi;tergaard, Ada Stenberg, Martha Pedersen, Sigrid Knudsen, Anna
Mosbaek, Marie Hald and Hermod Strandskov to name just a few .
Often the pastor and/ or his wife would take over and in several
instances the parsonage served also as a dormitory . In the 1880s, in
Hamilton County, Nebraska, one pastor wrote :
"We held school in the parsonage. There were no modern
conveniences. One of our rooms was used for a classroom.
A long home-made table and some rough benches to sit on
was our only furniture . My wife and I were in charge of the
instruction and we enjoyed it. Some of the children stayed
with us. Only on Saturday did they go home." 10
The Vacation Schools were at their peak in enrollment from
1900 to 1920, after which the decline set in . By 1928, it was down
a half and, while a few congregations carried on , by 1945, only 72
pupils are reported . That same year, the enrollment in English
Vacation language schools is reported with nearly 1200 enrolled .
The Sunday Schools, which for many years also were in the Danish
language, began to report English language classes in the early
twenties . In 1950, it had risen to over 3300 with only 10 pupils
attending a Danish language class . The decline of immigration , the
War years, the intermarriage with persons of other ethnic
background, the increase of American-born pastors were
contributing factors .
While the Vacation schools were the most common tool in
transmitting the mother tongue, there were those who, at the turn
of the century, opposed them strongly. As a consequence , we find
several Parochial Schools being sponsored . The first such school ,
according to available records , was started in Manistee, Michigan
in 1873, closely followed by Racine, Wi sconsin; Clinton , Iowa;
Chicago, Illinois; Perth Amboy, New Jersey; Tyler, Minnesota; and
several other midwest congregations . The larger cities seem to
have had difficulty in gathering the children and soon discontinued
their efforts . The primary reason for favoring the Parochial School
arose from the lack of religious education in the public school.
There was also opposition to the impersonal emphasis on facts and
learning by rote which prevailed in many public school s. Thi s was
widely discussed in the Church paper " Kirkelig Samler" and the
widely read " Dannevirke ."
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In the August 1 issue in 1909, "Kirkelig Samler" had a news
item about a Vacation School which had been started in
Ludington, Michigan . The editor added the comment, "it is a
happy turn of events that these schools are increasing throughout
the synod! " This was followed in an article in the September issue
of Pator C.C. Sorensen of Looking Glass, Nebraska, in which he
also expressed satisfaction about the increasing concern for the
Danish language. He had serious reservations about the summer
heat. But he had a more serious objection :
"Vacation Schools strike me as pure camouflage .... I believe
that in most instances they tend to dull the ability and
development of the children, as well as the conscience of
the parents . They sense that something should be done and
then they compromise and become satisfied with as little as
possible. Consequently, the result is a lack of real concern
for the Children's School (Parochial as against Public) which
we find in our work. For we are more or less under the
pressure of fear and material things. Thus, we lose our
freedom both as a group and as individuals. We become
"sensible" and "practical" and this leads to shallowness and
satisfaction with looks rather than reality. To me, it appears
that if the Children's Schools in our circles do not receive
greater emphasis .... then there is no future for us over here ."
There were those who agreed with Sorensen. A motion even
prevailed at the 1879 Danish Evangelical Lutheran Church
convention, prior to his expression of concern, that a fund should
be started to promote " Menighedsskoler" as they were called:
"Dues were to be at least fifty cents per year and one-half
of the funds were to be used for children's school. The other
half was to go toward the promotion of Folk Schools . After
an initial burst of enthusiasm, the movement quickly
lagged." 11
One person who participated in such a school in Tyler,
Minnesota, described it this way :
" Danish in the a.m . English in the p.m . We understood no
English in the a.m. ; no Danish in the p.m . Subjects were
Bible, Danish History, Literature, World History, American
History, Math, Georgraphy, Sewing, Gym . Danish and
American games during recess . Water from a pail with a
common dipper. Toilets outside." (Mrs. E. Duus)
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As mentioned earlier, many congregations used Saturdays for
the Danish instruction with a curriculum patterned after the
Vacation School. For some, this also took the place of Sunday
Schools thus making it possible for the children to attend church
with their parents . Enrollment varied from a high of 1027 in 1905
to 165 in 1929, after which none are reported .
If one were to judge by the numbers, and the years involved ,
one would have to say that the dreams of the pioneers were all for
naught. At least one community known to this writer attempted ,
and carried on, a plan whereby the public school permitted a class
period in the Danish language as a part of its regular curriculum .
This was in Askov , Minnesota, where the majority of its c itizens
were of Danish background . After several years this also was
discontinued . But this does not indicate that all efforts were in
vain . Speaking as one who has lived through the transition years I
believe, based on my own experience and that of many others like
myself, that we have been greatly enriched by the sacrifices and
devotion of the immigrants who did not lightly cast overboard
their cultural heritage. Not only is it a great plus to be able to
speak more than one language; it is also of importance that
cultural transition be given time. Of course, there were growing
pains but only death does not experience these. I, for one, would
have had it no other way. The words of the historian , Max Lerner,
ring true for this American of Danish ancestry and complements
the thinking of the pastors, educators and leaders among the
Danish immigrants described above:
" The question is not whether the older traditions are to
change; for change, with a measure of absorption , is inevitable. The real problem is to make certain that the pace of
change is not destructively rapid and that it does not
involve a flight from the rootedness of one's fathers which
leaves the sons and grandsons with no base on which to
make the transition . The difference is one of mood and
value, as well as tempo . It is the difference between
assimilation, which is a one-way drive that attaches no
value to what is left behind and marked for extinction , and
integration, which is a two-way circuit, where the new
national consciousness adds a new dimension to the older
ethnic tradition, and the older tradition adds emotional
depth and rootedness to the new cultural product." 12
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